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Abstract
We report results of a theoretical investigation of hyperfine interactions in two homonuclear isotopologues of the hydrogen
molecule: H2 and D2. We present a set of hyperfine coupling constants: spin-rotation, spin-spin dipole and, in the
case of the D2 molecule, electric quadrupole coupling constants for all bound states of the two isotopologues in their
ground electronic X1Σ+g state. We provide a list of positions and intensities of 220 997 hyperfine components of
16 079 rovibrational quadrupole transitions of the O, Q and S branches. The positions and intensities of the hyperfine
components are necessary for a reliable interpretation of accurate measurements of rovibrational transition frequencies
in H2 and D2, which are used for tests of the quantum electrodynamics of molecules and searches for new physics beyond
the Standard Model.
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1. Introduction
Theoretical studies of the rovibrational structure of the
ground electronic state in molecular hydrogen achieve
remarkable accuracy in the determined dissociation en-
ergy [1–5] and rovibrational energy levels [6–12]. The
progress in the theoretical investigations is enhanced by
recent experiments, which aim at the sub-MHz accuracy
of both the dissociation energy [13, 14] and the rovibra-
tional transition frequencies in the ground electronic state
[15–27]. Comparison between theoretical calculations and
accurate measurements can be used as a test for the quan-
tum electrodynamics for molecules [12], determination of
the proton-charge radius [1, 8, 13, 14] or even searches
for physics beyond Standard Model [28], i.e. by putting
constraints on extra dimensions [29] or new forces [30].
As dipole transitions in the homonuclear isotopologues
of hydrogen molecule (H2, D2 and T2) are forbidden, the
experimental studies are limited to quadrupole transitions,
which are much weaker than dipole transitions in the HD
molecule [31–34]. The quadrupole transitions in H2 and
D2 have never been saturated and the most accurate ex-
periments were performed using Doppler-limited cavity-
enhanced techniques. Nevertheless, the best measure-
ments for the D2 molecule, performed for the S(2) line from
the first overtone, reached the accuracies of 500 kHz [16],
400 kHz [20] and even 161 kHz [23]. The first overtone in
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D2 was also recently studied by Wo´jtewicz et al. [24], who
reported 870 and 999 kHz combined uncertainties for the
positions of the S(3) and S(4) lines, respectively. Monde-
lain et al. [25], estimated the uncertainty of the frequencies
of the S(0) and Q(1)-Q(4) D2 transitions between 0.3 and
1.83 MHz. In the case of the H2 molecule, the most ac-
curate measurements that probed rovibrational levels di-
rectly, reached the accuracy of 6.6 MHz [35], while mea-
surements based on subtraction of the energies of two elec-
tronic transitions achieved the accuracy of 4.5 MHz [15, 36]
for ν = 0, N = 0 and ν = 1, N = 0 states and 1.5 MHz [22]
for the ν = 0, N = 0 and ν = 0, N = 1 states.
Such accurate measurements of rovibrational transi-
tions require including in the spectral analysis the hy-
perfine structure originating from the interactions involv-
ing nuclear spins and (in the case of deuteron-bearing
isotopologues) electric quadrupole moment of the nuclei.
The disagreement between recent measurements of rovi-
brational dipole transitions in the HD molecule [17–19]
has been attributed to the underlying hyperfine struc-
ture of rovibrational states, which were recently studied
by Diouf et al. [37]. Theoretical studies of the hyperfine
components of rovibrational dipole lines in HD were re-
ported [38–40] but no such a study concerning quadrupole
transitions in H2 or D2 was performed.
Here, we provide a comprehensive list of all 220 997
hyperfine components of 16 079 rovibrational quadrupole
transitions in H2 and D2. We report the list of
rovibrationally-averaged hyperfine coupling constants, i.e.
spin-rotation, spin-spin dipole, and, in the case of D2
molecule, electric quadrupole constant, for all bound states
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of both molecules.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a discussion of the components of the hyperfine Hamilto-
nian for both molecules. In Sec. 3, we discuss the hyper-
fine coupling constants, which are calculated for all bound
states of H2 and D2, and in Sec. 4 we discuss the hyper-
fine splittings of the rovibrational levels. Sections 5 and 6
give descriptions of the line intensities of the rovibrational
and hyperfine transitions. In Sec. 7, we present examples
of calculated positions and intensities for two quadrupole
lines in H2 and D2. In Sec. 8, we conclude our results.
2. Hyperfine interactions
In this section, we provide an analysis of the hyper-
fine (HF) structure Hamiltonian, HHF, of the H2 and D2
molecules. In the case of the H2 molecule, the hyperfine
structure of rovibrational levels originates from the inter-
actions involving nuclear spin of the proton (IH =
1
2 ). As
the H2 molecule consists of two protons, the two nuclear
spins couple and the total nuclear spin, I, might be either
0, for para-H2, or 1, for ortho-H2. Due to the symme-
try relations imposed on fermions, para-H2 and ortho-H2
exhibit rotational structures which involve either even or
odd rotational quantum numbers, N , only. The rovibra-
tional transitions in para-H2 do not exhibit any hyperfine
structure, due to the fact that I equals 0. Hence, we con-
fine the analysis to ortho-H2 and we consider the nuclear
spin-rotation and spin-spin dipole coupling terms in the
hyperfine Hamiltonian.
On the other hand, since the deuteron is a particle of
spin ID = 1, the D2 molecule obeys the symmetry relations
for bosons. The coupling of the two nuclear spins leads
to three possible values of the total spin, I = 0, 1 and 2.
para-D2 corresponds to the I = 0 and 2 cases, and their ro-
tational structure consists of states described with odd ro-
tational quantum numbers, while the rotational structure
of ortho-D2 (I = 1) involves only even rotational states,
N . As the nuclear spin of the deuteron is greater than 12 ,
the interaction of the electric quadrupole moment with the
molecular electric field gradient (EFG) must be taken into
account, on top of the spin-rotation and spin-spin dipole
coupling.
In both cases, we use a coupled basis to calculate matrix
elements of the hyperfine Hamiltonian. The coupled basis
is formed from coupling of two nuclear spins IX (X = H or
D) to form the total nuclear spin I, which is further cou-
pled to the rotational angular momentum N , to form the
total angular momentum, F . The state vector in this rep-
resentation is given as |ν;NIFmF〉, where ν and mF are
the vibrational quantum number and the projection of the
total angular momentum on the laboratory-fixed frame,
respectively. We restrict the analysis to the ground elec-
tronic X1Σ+g state and we neglect any coupling between
vibrational states.
2.1. H2 molecule
We consider the effective hyperfine Hamiltonian, HHFH2 ,
which consists of two terms [41, 42]:
HHFH2 = Hnsr +Hdip. (1)
The former term, Hnsr, corresponds to the nuclear spin-
rotation coupling, while the latter, Hdip, denotes the dipo-
lar interaction between the two nuclear spins.
The nuclear spin-rotation coupling originates from the
interaction of a nuclear magnetic moment with the mag-
netic field resulting from the overall rotation of the
molecule. As we consider the diatomic molecule, the
strength of the coupling is given by a simple scalar value,
namely the spin-rotation constant [42–46], which consists
of the sum of the nuclear and electronic contributions to
the molecule’s magnetic field, averaged over the rovibra-
tional wavefunction of the molecule. This part of the
Hamiltonian is given as:
Hnsr = cnsrI ·N, (2)
where cnsr denotes the nuclear spin-rotation coupling con-
stant of the H2 molecule.
The matrix elements of the spin-rotation interaction can
be evaluated using the spherical tensorial algebra of Fano
and Racah [42, 47]. The total nuclear spin, I, and the
rotational angular momentum, N, can be represented as
rank-1 spherical tensors. This part of the Hamiltonian
is diagonal and the evaluation of the matrix elements is
straightforward:
〈ν;N ′I ′F ′m′F|Hnsr|ν;NIFmF〉 = δNN ′δII′δFF ′δmFm′F
× cnsr
2
(
F (F + 1)− I (I + 1)−N (N + 1)
)
.
(3)
The second term in the Hamiltonian from Eq. (1) cor-
responds to the magnetic dipole interaction between the
nuclear magnetic moments of the protons. It is given as:
Hdip = g2I µ2N
µ0
4π
[
I1 · I2
R3
− 3(I1 ·R)(I2 ·R)
R5
]
, (4)
where gI is the g factor of the nucleus (here: proton), µN
is the nuclear magneton, µ0 is the vacuum permeability,
and R is the internuclear distance.
In order to employ the spherical tensorial algebra, we
represent the nuclear angular momenta I1 and I2 as spher-
ical tensors of rank 1 and couple them to form the rank-2
tensor T(2)(I1, I2). The resulting spherical tensor is cou-
pled with T(2)(C), the rank-2 tensor describing the spher-
ical harmonics Y2q associated with the transformation of
the rovibronic wavefunction from the laboratory-fixed to
the molecule-fixed frame of reference. The final form of
the spin-spin dipole interaction Hamiltonian, Hdip, is given
as [42]:
2
Hdip = g2Iµ2N
µ0
4π
√
6T(2)(C) · T(2)(I1, I2), (5)
and the matrix elements in the coupled basis are:
〈ν;N ′I ′F ′m′F|Hdip|ν;NIFmF〉
= δFF ′δmFm′F(−1)N+I+F+N
′
√
30cdip
×
√
(2I + 1)(2I ′ + 1)(2N + 1)(2N ′ + 1)
×
√
I1(I1 + 1)(2I1 + 1)I2(I2 + 1)(2I2 + 1)
×
(
N ′ 2 N
0 0 0
){
I N F
N ′ I ′ 2
}

I1 I1 1
I2 I2 1
I I ′ 2

 ,
(6)
where we introduced the coupling constant:
cdip = gHµ
2
N
µ0
4π
〈νN | 1
R3
|νN〉 , (7)
which involves the expectation value of the 1/R3 term in
given rovibrational state. The quantity in parenthesis is
the Wigner 3-j symbol and the quantities in the small and
large curly brackets are the Wigner 6-j and 9-j symbols,
respectively. In the case of the ortho-H2 molecule (I1 =
I2 =
1
2 and I = I
′ = 1) Eq. (6) reduces to
〈ν;N ′I(= 1)F ′m′F|Hdip|ν;NI(= 1)FmF〉
= −δFF ′δmFm′F(−1)N+F+N
′
√
15
2
cdip
×
√
(2N + 1)(2N ′ + 1)
(
N ′ 2 N
0 0 0
){
1 N F
N ′ 1 2
}
.
(8)
2.2. D2 molecule
In the case of the D2 molecule, the effective Hamiltonian
involves three terms:
HHFD2 = Hnsr +Hdip +Hquad. (9)
The first two terms as well as the corresponding matrix
elements are essentially the same as in the previous sec-
tion (with the exception of the g-factor and coupling con-
stants). Note that in the case of para-D2, a possible cou-
pling between the I = 0 and I = 2 states may arise.
Apart from the spin-rotation and spin-spin dipole cou-
pling, one has to take into account the interaction of the
electric quadrupole moment of the deuterium nuclei with
the molecular electric field gradient. This term can be
represented using the spherical tensorial algebra as:
Hquad = −e
∑
k
T(2)(Qk) · T(2)(∇Ek), (10)
where the sum runs over the two deuteron nuclei, labeled
with k. The quadrupole moment as well as EFG are rep-
resented as spherical tensors of rank 2 (see Chapter 8.4
of Ref. [42] for more details). Matrix elements of the
quadrupole interaction are given as:
〈ν;N ′I ′F ′m′F|Hquad|ν;NIFmF〉
= δFF ′δmFm′F(−1)N+I
′+F+I1+I2+N
′
√
(2N + 1)(2N ′ + 1)
×
√
(2I + 1)(2I ′ + 1)
(
N ′ 2 N
0 0 0
){
I ′ N ′ F
N I 2
}
×
[
(−1)I cQ1
4
{
I1 I
′ I2
I I1 2
}(
I1 2 I1
−I1 0 I1
)−1
+ (−1)I′ cQ2
4
{
I2 I
′ I1
I I2 2
}(
I2 2 I2
−I2 0 I2
)−1]
,
(11)
where the quadrupole coupling constant:
cQk = eQDkq0k , (12)
involves the electric quadrupole moment of the k-th nu-
cleus, QDk , defined as the expectation value of the Q33 el-
ement of the traceless and symmetric nuclear quadrupole
moment tensor Qij , in the spin-stretched state:
QDk = 〈Ik,mIk(= Ik)|Q33|Ik,mIk(= Ik)〉 , (13)
and the rovibrationally-averaged EFG at the position of
the k-th nucleus, q0k , which is the expectation value of the
V33 component of EFG tensor, Vij , in a given rovibrational
state. In the case of a homonuclear molecule such as D2,
where I1 = I2, Eq. (11) simplifies to:
〈ν;N ′I ′F ′m′F|Hquad|ν;NIFmF〉
= δFF ′δmFm′F(−1)N+I
′+F+N ′ cQ
4
[
(−1)I + (−1)I′
]
×
√
(2N + 1)(2N ′ + 1)(2I + 1)(2I ′ + 1)
(
N ′ 2 N
0 0 0
)
×
(
I1 2 I1
−I1 0 I1
)−1{
I ′ N ′ F
N I 2
}{
I1 I
′ I1
I I1 2
}
.
(14)
Similarly to the spin-spin interaction, the quadrupole cou-
pling mixes the N and N ′ = N ± 2 states as well as (in
the case of ortho-D2) the I and I
′ = I ± 2 states.
3. Hyperfine coupling constants
Following our previous work [39], we determine the de-
pendence of the coupling constants on the internuclear dis-
tance, R, and we calculate their expectation values in a
given rovibrational state. Due to very large datasets for
both molecules, the coupling constants are given in the
Supplementary Materials [48]. Similarly as we did in the
case of the HD molecule [39], we do not include the N = 0
levels, since none of the analyzed hyperfine terms from
Eqs. (1) and (9) affect the ground rotational levels.
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The rovibrational wavefunctions of the H2 and D2
molecules, χν,N (R) = 〈R|νN〉, are numerical solutions of
the Schro¨dinger equation for the isolated molecules within
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. We made use of
the potential energy curve of Schwenke [49] and solved
the Schro¨dinger equations using the discrete variable rep-
resentation (DVR) method. We obtained 146 and 596
wavefunctions for the ortho-H2 and D2 molecules, respec-
tively. Our set of wavefunctions does not include a very
weakly bound state ν = 21, N = 1 in D2. The correspond-
ing dissociation energy of this state is 0.0491 cm−1, ac-
cording to Ref. [50], or 0.04119(2) cm−1 as calculated with
the H2Spectre code of Czachorowski et al. [51] and Ko-
masa et al. [12]. According to Ref. [50], this state does
not exist in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the
corresponding wavefunction cannot be obtained using the
potential energy curve of Schwenke [49]. The accuracy
of the calculations was estimated by comparing the ob-
tained dissociation energies with those calculated with the
H2Spectre code [11, 12]. The average value of the relative
differences is approximately 0.32% for H2 and 0.06% for
D2 and is mostly attributed to weakly bound states with
large values of ν.
3.1. Nuclear spin-rotation coupling constant
Nuclear spin-rotation constants were calculated at the
coupled cluster with single and double (CCSD) excitation
level using gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAOs) and
the uncontracted cc-pV6Z basis set [52, 53] as described
in Ref. [39]. The calculations were performed for the in-
teratomic R distances in the 0.30–4.00 A˚ range with steps
of 0.01 A˚ (for distances larger than 4.00 A˚ the values of
the nuclear spin-rotation constants drop to zero). The nu-
merical results of the R-dependent coupling constants are
provided in Supplementary Materials [48]. All the calcu-
lations have been performed with the CFOUR quantum-
chemical package [54] (version 2.1).
3.2. Spin-spin dipole interaction
The spin-spin dipole coupling constants, Eq. (7), were
obtained using DVR-wavefunctions χνN and the funda-
mental constants taken from CODATA [55].
3.3. Electric quadrupole interaction
Following the approach from Ref. [39], we employed the
Born-Oppenheimer EFG reported by Pavanello et al. [56].
First, we calculated the expectation value of the R-
dependent EFG in the v = 0, N = 1 state of D2, using
the experimental quadrupole coupling constant reported
by Code and Ramsey [41] (cQ = 225.044(24) kHz), and
determined the value of the electric quadrupole moment,
QD:
QD = 0.28598(3) fm
2, (15)
where the uncertainty, following Refs. [39] and [56], is
propagated from the experimental standard uncertainty.
We note that this value is in perfect agreement with
the one reported by us in the previous work [39], based
on the coupling constant for the HD molecule (QD =
0.28591(8) fm2).
3.4. Comparison with previous results
Table 1 presents a comparison of our vibrationally-
averaged coupling constants with the available litera-
ture data. Most of the experimental studies of H2 and
D2, which employed molecular beam magnetic resonance
method, were focused on the ν = 0, N = 1 state. Val-
ues of the hyperfine coupling constants were first ex-
tracted from the radiofrequency spectra in strong mag-
netic field by Kellogg et al. [60, 61] and were later re-
fined by Kolsky et al. [62, 63] in the weak field regime.
Those values were used by Ramsey [43] in the theoret-
ical analysis of the hyperfine structure of the first rota-
tional state in both hydrogen and deuterium molecules.
Up to this date, the most accurate values of the hyper-
fine coupling constant in this state of H2 come from the
paper of Harrick et al. [58] and we compare our results
with this dataset. Hyperfine coupling constants for two
more (ν = 0, N = 3 and ν = 0, N = 5) rotational states in
H2 were extracted by Verberne et al. [59] from experi-
ments involving the molecular beam magnetic resonance
technique in the low-field regime. In the case of the D2
molecule, the most accurate experimental data were re-
ported by Code and Ramsey [41], who refined the data for
the ν = 0, N = 1 state and performed additional measure-
ments for the ν = 0, N = 2 rotational level.
In the case of theoretical investigations of the hy-
perfine coupling constants in H2 and D2, we compare
our results with the spin-rotation constants published
by Gauss et al. [57], who reported values of cnsr for a
wide range of rovibrational levels in both the H2 and D2
molecules.
Theoretical values of the spin-spin dipole coupling con-
stant were reported for the ν = 0, N = 1 (Code et al. [41]),
ν = 0, N = 3 and ν = 0, N = 5 (Verberne et al. [59]) levels
in H2 and for the ν = 0, N = 1 and ν = 0, N = 2 states in
D2 (Code et al. [41]).
The experimental value of the quadrupole coupling con-
stant was mostly used as a reference value in theoretical
determination of the deuteron’s quadrupole moment from
the calculations of EFG [56, 64–66] and, thus, no theoret-
ical predictions of cQ are available.
Following our previous work [39], we estimate the un-
certainty of the nuclear-spin rotation constants at 300 Hz.
Our results agree very well with the experimental data for
both H2 and D2. We note that for the N = 3 and N = 5
levels in H2, the values of cnsr reported here lie within the
experimental error bars. In the case of the spin-spin dipole
constants, the uncertainty is determined by the quality of
the rovibrational wavefunctions, which was estimated at
the beginning of this section. In all considered cases, our
values are in perfect agreement with the experimental re-
sults. In the case of the quadrupole coupling constants,
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Table 1: Comparison of the calculated coupling constants for the H2 and D2 molecules with the available literature data
Isotopologue (ν,N) cnsr (kHz) cdip (kHz) cQ (kHz)
H2
(0,1)
114.16 288.220
–114.299a 288.365b Theoretical
113.904(30)c 288.355(120)c Experimental
(0,3)
110.89 281.664
–111.021a 281.505d Theoretical
111.10(25)c 281.0(1.1)c Experimental
(0,5)
105.34 270.491
–105.471a 269.39d Theoretical
105.37(32)d 271.2(2.3)d Experimental
D2
(0,1)
8.81 6.841 225.044
8.82a 6.843b – Theoretical
8.768(3)b – 225.044(24)b Experimental
(0,2)
8.76 6.810 223.397
8.769a 6.810b – Theoretical
8.723(20)b 6.813(35)b 223.380(180)b Experimental
aRef. [57], bRef. [41], cRef. [58], dRef. [59]
the comparison concerns only the ν = 0, N = 2 state, and
our result lies within the experimental error bars.
4. Determination of the energy levels
Since neither the hyperfine Hamiltonian of H2, Eq. (1),
nor the hyperfine Hamiltonian of D2, (9), are diagonal in
the coupled representation, |ν;NIFmF〉, the hyperfine en-
ergy levels should be determined by their diagonalization.
Owing to the fact that none of the components of Eqs. (1)
and (9) mix different F and F ′ (and mF and m
′
F) states,
one can diagonalize each F -labelled submatrix indepen-
dently. In the case of ortho-H2 and para-D2, each sub-
matrix is of the 3× 3 size, where the columns (or rows)
correspond to N = F − 1, N = F or N = F + 1 coupled
basis vectors. Due to the fact that ortho-H2 and para-D2
involve only odd rotational levels, the submatrices are of
1 × 1 (N = F ) or 2 × 2 (N = F − 1 and N = F + 2)
dimensions for odd (and F = 0) and even values of F ,
respectively. In the latter case, the off-diagonal matrix el-
ements, which couple N = F − 1 and N = F + 1 states,
are from 9 to 11 orders of magnitude smaller than diago-
nal terms. Thus, in the case of ortho-H2 and para-D2, N
can be treated as a good quantum number and we retain
the coupled basis vectors labeling for the hyperfine energy
levels.
In the case of para-D2 (I = 0 or 2), the submatrices are
of 6× 6 size. Due to the fact that para-D2 involves only
even rotational quantum numbers, the dimensions of sub-
matrices are reduced to 2× 2 and 4× 4, for even and odd
F values, respectively. The hyperfine energy levels were
determined by numerical diagonalization of each subma-
trix. The eigenvectors of the hyperfine matrix are referred
to as |ν;NFmF(±)〉. Due to a very weak coupling between
rotational levels which differ by ∆N = ±2, N remains a
good quantum number. Following the work of Code and
Ramsey [41], we introduce the (±) labels to distinguish
between the eigenstates which originate from the mixing
of I = 0 and I = 2 states and correspond to higher (+) or
lower (−) energy.
In the subsequent discussion, we shall employ the fol-
lowing relation between the coupled basis vectors and the
eigenvectors:
|ν;NFmF(±)〉 =
∑
I=0,2
F+I∑
N ′=F−I
a
N ′F (±)
N ′I |ν;NIFmF 〉 ,
(16)
where a
NF (±)
N ′I denote the mixing coefficients, obtained
from the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian of ortho-D2.
5. Line intensities
In this section we provide a complete list of intensities of
the hyperfine components of all quadrupole lines in both
the H2 and D2 molecules. The intensity of the quadrupole
transition between two degenerate states (initial and final),
in the SI units, is given [32, 33, 67] as:
Sfi =
2π4
15hc3ǫ0
ν30CNiPfi(T )|Qfi|2, (17)
where the transition frequency and the electric quadrupole
transition moment are denoted by ν0 and Qfi, respectively.
h, c and ǫ0 are the Planck’s constant, the speed of light in
vacuum and the vacuum permittivity, respectively. CNi is
an algebraic coefficient, which depends on the considered
rovibrational branch:
1. O branch (Nf = Ni − 2):
CNi =
3Ni(Ni − 1)
2(2Ni + 1)(2Ni + 3)
, (18)
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2. Q branch (Nf = Ni):
CNi =
Ni(Ni + 1)
2(2Ni − 1)(2Ni + 3) , (19)
3. S branch (Nf = Ni + 2):
CNi =
3(Ni + 1)(Ni + 2)
2(2Ni + 1)(2Ni + 3)
. (20)
The temperature-dependent part, Pfi(T ), is given as
Pfi(T ) = wi(2Ni + 1)
(
e−Ei/kBT − e−Ef/kBT )
Q(T )
, (21)
with the partition function, Q(T ), defined as:
Q(T ) =
∑
k
wk(2Nk + 1)e
−Ek/kBT . (22)
wk denotes the degeneracy factor due to nuclear spin
statistics. In the case of the H2 molecule, wk corresponds
to 1 or 3, for even and odd rotational levels, respectively.
In the case of D2, wk equals 3 or 6, for odd and even rota-
tional quantum numbers, respectively. Ek corresponds to
the energy of the k-th rovibrational state, kB denotes the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
Following our previous work [39], apart from the line
intensity defined in Eq. (17), we provide the temperature-
independent line intensity, Sfi/Pfi(T ). This parameter cor-
responds to the case in which the entire population of a
given molecule occupies the i-th rovibrational state. This
parameter can be used to determine line intensities at
any T .
Line intensity is determined by the quadrupole transi-
tion moment, Qfi, which is obtained as:
Qfi =
∫
dRχ∗f(R)Q(R)χi(R) (23)
Q(R) is the quadrupole moment function, defined [32, 33,
67] as:
Q(R) = R
2
2
− 1
2
〈φ|
∑
i
3z2i − r2i |φ〉 , (24)
where zi and ri refer to the coordinates of the i-th electron
and |φ〉 denotes the electronic wavefunction, which is para-
metrically dependent on the internuclear coordinate, R.
Electric quadrupole moment for the H2 molecule was
calculated at the CCSD level with the uncontracted
double-augmented of six-ζ quality (d-aug-cc-pV6Z) basis
set [52, 53]. The calculations were performed for the in-
teratomic rHH distances in the 0.30–10.60 A˚ range with
steps of 0.01 A˚. The numerical results of the R-dependent
quadrupole moment are provided in Supplementary Mate-
rials [48].
The calculations have been performed with the
CFOUR [54] program (version 2.1).
To estimate the convergence of the calculated values of
the quadrupole moment, we have evaluated the complete-
basis (CBS) limit values with the two-parameter formula
proposed by Helgaker et al. [68]:
c(X) = cCBS + bX
−3 (25)
where cCBS and b are fitted parameters and X is
the cardinal number of an aug-cc-pVXZ basis set.
For the vibrationally-averaged geometry (〈rHH〉 =
0.7666393 A˚ [69, 70]), the difference between the
quadrupole moment in the CBS limit and calculated
with the uncontracted d-aug-cc-pV6Z basis is less than
7 · 10−4 a.u.
Quadrupole transition moments, Qfi, were evaluated for
all the considered rovibrational transitions, using previ-
ously described rovibrational wavefunctions. Our results
are in excellent agreement (the largest relative difference
is at the level of 0.1%) with values reported by Campar-
gue et al. [33] and Kassi et al. [32] for H2 and D2 molecules,
respectively.
6. Line intensities of hyperfine transitions
Similarly to Eq. (17), one can calculate the intensity of
the hyperfine components of each rovibrational line:
SHFfi =
2π4
15hc3ǫ0
ν30
1
wi (2Ni + 1)
Pfi(T )
∣∣QHFfi ∣∣2 , (26)
where QHFfi is the reduced matrix element of the rank-2
quadrupole moment tensor, which, for ortho-H2 and para-
D2 is simply:
∣∣QHFfi ∣∣2 = ∣∣∣〈νf ;NfIfFfmFf ‖T(2)(Q)‖νi;NiIiFimFi〉∣∣∣2 ,
(27)
while for ortho-D2 corresponds to:∣∣QHFfi ∣∣2 = ∣∣∣〈νf ;NfFfmFf (±)‖T(2)(Q)‖νi;NiFimFi(±)〉∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣ ∑
If=0,2
Ff+If∑
N ′
f
=Ff−If
∑
Ii=0,2
Fi+Ii∑
N ′
i
=Fi−Ii
a
NfFf (±)
N ′
f
If
a
NiFi(±)
N ′
i
Ii
× 〈νf ;N ′fIfFfmFf ‖T(2)(Q)‖νi;N ′iIiFimFi〉
∣∣∣2.
(28)
The last term is evaluated using the spherical tensor alge-
bra T(2)(Q) is a spherical tensor of rank-2, which acts only
one part of a coupled scheme, causing a possible change
of rotational quantum number, N. The reduced matrix el-
ement is evaluated as (see Chapter 5.5.4. of Ref. [42]):
〈νf ;NfIfFfmFf ‖T(2)(Q)‖νi;NiIiFimFi〉
= δIiIf (−1)Nf+If+Fi
√
(2Fi + 1)(2Ff + 1)
×
{
Nf Ni 2
Fi Ff Ii
}
〈νfNf‖T(2)(Q)‖νiNi〉 .
(29)
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Table 2: Example of the calculated positions and intensities of the hyperfine components of the quadrupole transitions in the H2 molecule,
which are provided in Supplementary Materials [48]. Frequencies of the rovibrational transition are calculated with the H2Spectre code of
Czachorowski et al. [51] and Komasa et al. [12]. Note that for the rovibrational transition, Q corresponds to Qfi from Eq. (17), while for
the hyperfine components, Q denotes QHF
fi
from Eq. (26). Intensity (in the sixth column) corresponds to the temperature-independent line
intensity, Sfi/Pfi(T ) (see Sec. 5).
Band Line Hyperfine transition Frequency (MHz) Q (a.u.) Intensity Intensity at 296 K
|N ′F ′〉 ← |NF 〉 (cm/molecule) (cm/molecule)
1-0 Q(1) 124571373.8(6.9) 0.08782 3.29002703×10−26 2.17001465×10−26
|1 2〉 ← |1 0〉 -0.60098 0.05554 3.65558559×10−27 2.41112739×10−27
|1 2〉 ← |1 1〉 -0.05448 0.08332 8.22506758×10−27 5.42503662×10−27
|1 2〉 ← |1 2〉 0.00091 0.07348 6.39727479×10−27 4.21947293×10−27
|1 1〉 ← |1 1〉 0.00323 0.04810 2.74168919×10−27 1.80834554×10−27
|1 1〉 ← |1 2〉 0.05862 0.08332 8.22506758×10−27 5.42503662×10−27
|1 0〉 ← |1 2〉 0.58765 0.05554 3.65558559×10−27 2.41112739×10−27
Table 3: Example of the calculated positions and intensities of the hyperfine components of the quadrupole transitions in the D2 molecule,
which are provided in Supplementary Materials [48]. Frequencies of the rovibrational transition are calculated with the H2Spectre code of
Czachorowski et al. [51] and Komasa et al. [12]. Note that for the rovibrational transition, Q corresponds to Qfi from Eq. (17), while for
the hyperfine components, Q denotes QHF
fi
from Eq. (26). Intensity (in the sixth column) corresponds to the temperature-independent line
intensity, Sfi/Pfi(T ) (see Sec. 5).
Band Line Hyperfine transition Frequency (MHz) Q (a.u.) Intensity Intensity at 296 K
|N ′F ′±〉 ← |NF±〉 (cm/molecule) (cm/molecule)
2-0 S(2) 187104298.7(4.5) 0.00818 1.24370481×10−27 4.78449686×10−28
|4 4−〉 ← |2 2+〉 -0.17198 0.00225 6.09118228×10−30 2.34326042×10−30
|4 4−〉 ← |2 3〉 -0.11172 0.00462 2.57010972×10−29 9.88713868×10−30
|4 2〉 ← |2 2+〉 -0.10029 0.00297 1.06198195×10−29 4.08541421×10−30
|4 3〉 ← |2 2+〉 -0.06451 0.00621 4.64617102×10−29 1.78736872×10−29
|4 2〉 ← |2 3〉 -0.04003 0.00111 1.48060096×10−30 5.69582959×10−31
|4 6〉 ← |2 4〉 -0.03829 0.01577 2.99410416×10−28 1.15182332×10−28
|4 5〉 ← |2 3〉 -0.02974 0.01256 1.90010457×10−28 7.30964797×10−29
|4 3〉 ← |2 3〉 -0.00426 0.00379 1.72736779×10−29 6.64513452×10−30
|4 4+〉 ← |2 2+〉 0.00444 0.01094 1.44111423×10−28 5.54392525×10−29
|4 4−〉 ← |2 4〉 0.00738 0.00158 3.00402435×10−30 1.15563959×10−30
|4 4−〉 ← |2 2−〉 0.01333 0.01197 1.72487831×10−28 6.63555756×10−29
|4 2〉 ← |2 1〉 0.02126 0.00677 5.52757692×10−29 2.12644305×10−29
|4 3〉 ← |2 1〉 0.05703 0.00757 6.90947115×10−29 2.65805381×10−29
|4 2〉 ← |2 0〉 0.06154 0.00587 4.14568269×10−29 1.59483229×10−29
|4 4+〉 ← |2 3〉 0.06469 0.00680 5.57319556×10−29 2.14399241×10−29
|4 2〉 ← |2 4〉 0.07907 0.00014 2.35016026×10−32 9.04099935×10−33
|4 2〉 ← |2 2−〉 0.08502 0.00229 6.30133434×10−30 2.42410532×10−30
|4 5〉 ← |2 4〉 0.08937 0.00725 6.33368189×10−29 2.43654932×10−29
|4 3〉 ← |2 4〉 0.11484 0.00083 8.22556089×10−31 3.16434977×10−31
|4 3〉 ← |2 2−〉 0.12079 0.00478 2.75683378×10−29 1.06054608×10−29
|4 4+〉 ← |2 4〉 0.18379 0.00233 6.51412468×10−30 2.50596515×10−30
|4 4+〉 ← |2 2−〉 0.18974 0.00088 9.26631702×10−31 3.56472568×10−31
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Triangle conditions, imposed on the elements of the 6-j
symbol, lead to the selection rule for the total angular
momentum, namely ∆F = Ff − Fi = 0,±1,±2 (0=0, i.e.
the transitions between Fi = 0 and Ff = 0 are forbidden).
Finally, 〈νfNf‖T(2)(Q)‖νiNi〉 is related (in the X1Σ+g
state) to the transition moment defined in Eq. (23) in the
following way:
〈νfNf‖T(2)(Q)‖νiNi〉
= (−1)Nf
√
(2Nf + 1)(2Ni + 1)
(
Nf 2 Ni
0 0 0
)
Qfi.
(30)
Evaluation of the 3-j symbol in the last equation using
tabulated values (see, e.g. Appendix C of Ref. [42]), leads
to the conclusion that the squared value of the algebraic
factor on the right side of Eq. (30) corresponds to the CNi
factor (Eqs. (18)-(20)), which appears in Eq. (17) but is
absent in Eq. (26).
7. Example of the complete dataset record
We used the obtained hyperfine coupling constants and
transition moments to calculate positions and intensi-
ties of the hyperfine components of all the rovibrational
quadrupole transitions in the ground electronic states in
H2 and D2. Our calculations result in total 220 997 hy-
perfine components of 16 079 quadrupole lines from the O,
Q and S branches. The complete dataset can be found in
Supplementary Materials [48] for this article. We report
line intensities at the reference temperature of 296 K (fol-
lowing the convention adopted in the HITRAN database
[34]) as well as the temperature-independent line intensi-
ties, Sfi/Pfi, from which one can calculate the spectral line
intensity at any T . We remind the reader, that in the case
of ortho-H2 and para-D2 (I = 1) we use the |NF 〉 labels
to denote each hyperfine energy level and in the case of
ortho-D2 we label the hyperfine levels as |NF±〉, due to
the mixing of I = 0 and I = 2 states (see Sec. 4).
Here, we present one example for each isotopologue,
namely the Q(1) line from the fundamental band in H2 and
the S(2) line from the first overtone in the D2 molecule.
The Q(1) line from the fundamental band of H2 is cur-
rently a subject of the experimental investigation using
the comb-calibrated stimulated Raman spectroscopy [71],
which aims at sub-MHz accuracy of the unperturbed line
position. This result will improve the current state-of-the-
art accuracy [15] by a factor of at least five. Table 2 gathers
all the six hyperfine components of this rovibrational tran-
sition, which are distributed (almost symmetrically) in the
range of about 1.2 MHz around the central frequency.
The 2-0 S(2) line in D2 has been a subject of interest
of various experimental investigations [16, 20, 23]. Cur-
rently, the most accurate measurement of this quadrupole
line reached the accuracy of 161 kHz [23], which makes it
the most precise measurement of the transition frequency
in the D2 molecule. Table 3 gathers the twenty two hyper-
fine components of this quadrupole transition, which are
distributed about 360 kHz around the central frequency.
8. Conclusion
We have reported a list of the hyperfine coupling con-
stants, i.e. the spin-rotation, spin-spin and, in case of the
D2 molecule, quadrupole coupling constants, for all bound
states of the H2 and D2 isotopologues. Our results agree
very well with the experimental data of Harrick et al [58],
Code et al [41] and Verberne et al [59]. Our calculations
of the hyperfine splittings of all bound states of the two
isotopologues resulted in a comprehensive list of the posi-
tions and intensities of the 220 997 hyperfine components
of the 16 079 rovibrational quadrupole transitions. The in-
tensities, positions, as well as the coupling constants and
the quadrupole transition moment function, can be found
in Supplementary Materials [48]. The results presented
here are useful as a reference data for a proper interpreta-
tion of accurate measurements of rovibrational quadrupole
lines in H2 and D2, which are used for testing the quan-
tum electrodynamics for molecules and searching for new
physics beyond the Standard Model.
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